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' THIRD \/\/Ofl?LDISI\/1
OR SOC!/\l_lSi\/1

In the two decades that followed World War‘ ll, the political scene
was dominated by the anti~imperialist struggles of the colonial peoples.
The Chinese revolution is but the most important instance of a colonial
people fighting fierce battles against a vastly superior imperialist
enemy - others include Cuba, Algeria and Vitenam. '

While these anti—imperialist battles raged, the metropolitan working
class fought few politically significant battles against it‘s own rulers;
in none of the industrialised countries did the proletariat rise against
the bourgeoisie, to challenge it's political rule. The 1956 uprising in

 Hungary * (like the Kronstadt* uprising in Russia in 192?) was of
(political importance, but since it occurred in a oountry where the private

U“ ownership of the means of production had already been abolished, these
. did not fit into the orthodox Marxist analysis of social dynamics, and

their deeper significance was ignored. It was in these circumstances
that the theories of "third worldism" emerged. so

The main pivots of these theories are: ". _ v .

1. The proletariat of the industrialised countries does not rise in
A revolt because it is fed the crumbs of pluder extracted from the

colonial world. This deadens their revolutionary initiative. The
proletariat of these countries is corrupted, and integrated into the
bourgeois order. ,_

2. The people of the colonial countries, whose labour supplies the raw
(materials necessary for imperialism, constitute a "world proletariat"

(even if they are peasants, not engaged in industrial activity),' On
a world scale, they are the revolutionary class,» And it is they who
have risen in armed revolt against imperialism. T The “colonial
revolution is-therefore the sogialistJgezglutiggugfép - P h.j;"2'

D
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5. The world peasantry will rise in armed struggle and surround the
urban centres of the world (just as happened in China and Cuba).
Evenutally, these centres will collapse through economic crisis

' (being out off from the sources of raw materials, markets and manpowerL
The urban proletariat will at this stage join the victorious colonial
peasant revolution.

 u_1na-ql-—IQ ‘l _fi

* See Solidarity Pamphlets

"Hungary ?§6" and

"The Kronstadt Commune"
 flT C111". '
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This perhaps somewhat simplified, is what we mean when we speak of
the theory of "third worldism".o Like any other orthodoxy it has many
variants, each claiming to be the only authentic one. However, the three
points mentioned constitute the common denominator of those who subcribe
to the "third sorldist" idealogy. s‘ s 1

‘ r

"Third Worldist“ Marxism ignores the basic assumptions of Marx's
analysis of society. According to Marx, a revolution is not merely a
revolt against misery. It is the legitimisation of a new set of social
relations, which have come into existence before the revolution, due to a
new technology of production. According to Marx, it is not the revolution
which produces a new society, but a new set of social relations which
produces a revolution, and then allows it to develop. Thus the great
English (1640) and French (1789) revolutions could only legitimise the
social order which the bourgeoisie had been generating for decades.

 What kind of society matured in the colonial countries prior to their
independence? The industrial proletariat in these countries was almost
noneexistent and could play no-decisive role. The struggle of the colonial
people was one, primarily, of peasant revolts. ,Revolutions led by semi-
military parties, achieved through military struggles, which have produced
regimes deeply stamped by their origins. .The new political structures are
the images of the forms of the struggle for power: regimented, authorit-
arian, doctrinaire, bureaucratic. , Such new regimes cannot inspire the
millions in modern industrialised countries. Every revolution in an
under-developed country has produced the absolute rule of a political or
military bureaucracy. Even when tolerated by their own populations
(frequently after the incarceration or execution of all opposition - the
left included), these regimes cannot serve as a model, or as a desirable
goal, to broad layers of the population in a modern industrial society.

- . This does not mean that the revolutions were meaningless. Where
thousands die of hunger, it is irrelevant to complain about lack of
democracy. If the Chinese, Cuban or Algerian revolutions did no more than
lessen the misery prevailing in the colonial countries, they would have
been worthwhile. In fact, they have done more than fill bellies, they
have abolished illiteracy, abolished private land-ownership, commenced
industrialisation, etc. But none of this can be considered, either
implicitly or explicitly, to have anything to do with socialism, the
advanced countries have produced much more than this, and still we
criticise them without mercy. Socialism is about a fundamental change in
the relations of production: the abolition of the order-giver and order-
taker relationship in the productive forces and in all aspects of social
slife.1 The third world upheavals do not produce a new kind of social order
meaningfulto industrial society. p

Moreover, the amount of national political autonomy existing in such
states is often very limited. Economic and military aid, the ubiquitous
‘advisers’, inheritance of particular political structures and established
patterns of trade tend to leave some such states in a position of dependence
on their former imperialist rulers, e.g. Algeria‘s relationship with France.
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'Where the upheaval has been more thorough, new political structures, and
trade patterns are created and the country generally finds itself coming
under the growing influence of other super-states. Cuban support for the
Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia showed how dependent Castro was on
Russielsepurehase of the Cuban sugrr crop - the trading of principlesis
related to the principles of trade; , Even when real "political" " ;*~'“1
independance is gained, as in the case of China, principles are  
sacrificed to trading profits. In I964, the Maoist Japanese C.P. -"L
sabotaged a general strike as part of its efforts to promote Sino-Japaneser < . .  . A .trade , and two years later it became known that the Chinese were supplying
the U.S.é§ith flat and round steel vital to its military effort in
Vietnam. , ,,,_  ~ H »~

4 ‘ ' - .
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5,’" Even the "economic collapse“ of the metropolitan centre fails to as
materialise — as anyone slightly familiar with the primacy of the internal
market in modern capitalism could easily have predicted.. .It turns out
that the industrialised countries depend.less on the under-developed 4
countries then.vice-versa. Not only can man-made fibres replace cotton,
but cotton producing countries are very poor markets for, say, cars and
computers. The modern industrialised states become less and less dependent
on their former colonies, either for raw materials or for markets, thsn.in
the past. Holland loses Indonesia, Belgium loses the Congo, America is
forced out of Cuba without the economies collapsing.

0
|.

however, the struggles of the colonial peoples made_a contribution to
the r@veIu£ionary=m¢vesest1”" vest p..r1y.areea*p....nt populations could
withstand the enorcus forces of modern imperialism, shattered the myth of
the invincible military-technological—scientific power of the West. Tho,
struggle also revealed to millions of people the brutality and racism of 5
capitalism and drove many, especially youth and students, to come out in
struggle against their own regimes. But the support of the colcnial'
peoples against imperialism, does not, however, imply support for this or {
that organisation engaged in the struggle. _ A “A ‘

Our refusal to support political organisations with.nationalistic, l
bourgeois or state-capitalist programmes is not merely a question of abiding
by revolutionaryimoral and ideological principles. _ It is also a.question,
of political solidarity. In most cases it turns out that next to the " A
large, rich_and vociferous organisations there exist small groups of
militant, intornationalist revolutionaries, in bitter conflict not only ' _
with.imperialism but with their Qyp:nationalistic "partner". W In China, _'
for eeamp1e,"tbth Anarchists and Trotskyists were crushed in the Communist
Party's path to victory. Advocates of 'realism' who grant their support
according to size rather thsn.to programme, according to objective
conditions, rather than subjective consciousness, betray not only their
revolutionary principles, but also those who struggle for the same
principles in the countries concerned. This is the politicsof those who
adapt to "objective conditions" rather than.of those who dare to challenge
and transform them.

E See Solidarity"Vo.5 No.If "A Maoist Party in Action".
HE See "Rape of'Vietnam" Solidarity Pamphlet No.25
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The tent which forms the bulk of this pamphlet is the "Theses on the

Chinese Revolution" by Csjo Brendel, originally published in Dutch by the
‘Thought and.Action' group, and translated into French by 'Cahiers du
Communisme de Qgnseils' of Marseilles (from which this English translation
is takeni. The pamphlet is the most completely demystifying to have been
produced on China, and will provide a much-needed antidote to current
thinking on the third world. V In spite of disagreements on incidental
points, we endorse Brendel‘s analysis of the development of China,
expounded with rigorous logic. p

The introduction to the pamphlet is an altered version of an article
which first appeared in SOLIDARITY (North.London) Vo1¢6 No.5 dealing with
Athe importance on a world scale of third world revolutions. - Combined with
the analysis of the most important of such revolutions, we think the
pamphlet forms a complete statement of our total perspective on this
question. “ A  ~

Aberdeen SOLIDARITY Group.
November, I979.
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berdeen Solidarity have also published:-
SPARTAKISMITO NATIONAL BOLSHEVISM (The K.P.D. 1918 - 24).

B>

This pamphlet deals with theewents of the German revolution and with
the role played in it by the K.P.D. (German Communist Party). Questions
discussed include the strength and weaknesses of the workers’ councils,
the ideas of the ultra-left (K.A.P.D.) and the disastrous attitude of
Russia (under Lenin) towards the German Revolution in these years.

' The pamphlet is complete with photographss a map, a chronology and
bibliography to help in understanding this neglected period: G0 far
over 800 copies have been sold, and a translation into Italian lS under
way. The pamphlet is available, at 2/- post free, from: N.Roy,
158 Walker Road, Aberdeen.
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When the amiss of; Mao TseTung and of General Chu Teh crossed the

., Yangtse river in April I949, the seal of defeat was set on the forces of
Chiang Kai Shek. His power had collapsed and before the autumn, the
Kuo Min ED; ng was to be driven from the mainland. The world started
talking of a "victory for communism” in China. " G

The Koeng Tsiang Tang (the K.T.T. or the Chinese Communist Party),
was howeyer, to characterise its military victory over the Kuo Min ng
as the “victory of the national_bourgeois democratic revolution" which
has 58 years earlier. What the K.T.T. proposed -- and what Mao Too
Tung considered his first task - was the "stimulation of the revolutionary
process". The bourgeois revolution, according to their beliefs, would be
followed by the proletarian socialist revolution. At a later stage, the
"transition to communism". would be on the agenda. ' There is a striking
resemblance between the ideas of Mao and the K.T.T. those of Lenin
and the Bolsheviks on the development of the Russian revolution. A

2.

This similarity is not coincidental. In bothcountries tho’
revolutions resulted from similar factors and conditions. Both countries
were at the bo@'.n:r1ing of this century. Their relations of G
production and their patterns of exploitation were semi-feudn.1,(or_ related
to feudalism) and were predominantly based on agiculturo. Their G ,
populations were largely peasant. Religious beliefs permeated both _  
societies, reflecting the social conditions: in China Confucianism, and
in Russia Greek Orthodoxy. The social reality in each country formed file
basis of similarly oppressive regmessu the Tears in Russia, the
Manchu Enpcrors in China. G G  

G In both Russia and China the revolutions had to solve the OM10 A
political and economic tasks. They had to destroy faxdalism to free
the productive forces in agriculture from the fetters in which existing
relations bound them. They also had to prepare a basis for industrial
development.' They had to destroy. absolutism andreplace it by a form of
government and by a state machine. that would allow solutions to the
existing economic problems- The economic and political problems were
those of a bourgeois revolution; that is, of a revolution that was to
make capitalism the dommant mode of production. G

45   _ . 4

y The Development Plan issued by the K.T.T. in the autumn of I949  
confirmed all this. It challenged Chinese social traditions, based on
family tics and on local and regional government. It .advoca.ted agrarian
reform through the introduction of more modern methods of production and
by the ertention of the ares. under cultivation. The K.T.T. wanted to
harness China's immense resources of human labour power and by extending
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pnd improving the educational system, to prepare the population I  "
for the role assigned to them in a society undergoing industrialisation.
Chinsfs new rulers wanted a modern road netmork to bring*thc areas; *3?
producing materials into closer contact with tho urban industrial centres.
According to the K.T.T°9 the primary task was the creation of"modern“'
industry, IMso's programme for the period to follow the "taking of power"
was essentially the programme of triumphant capitalism. I’ ' H

CLASS V ESHIPS IN THE CHINESE REVOLUTION;‘PU +5i—'lC)
:;':.:..-$2....-...... -»-I-—-~ -1--—=--- ==—- —-~+~»---------- ~ *--==~
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VThe economic and'political_problems of the bourgeois revolutiQfl more,

generally speaking; ready to be tackled in Franco in I789¢I Th@r@_e¢£e,
homever; enormous differences between the bourgeois revolutions ingChina
and Russia onions hand; and that in Franco onIthe other; ohnd it ist"
precisely in those areas where the Russien.anfl.Chinese revolutions ofi;,f

' >this century differ from the French revolutiony that they resemble one,cy
another. In France, the bourgeois revolution of I789 took aIclassica1s
form - the form of_a struggle of the.bourgeeisie against,the;ruling v’*s

.7; _ ,.

classes of a pre-bourgeois'periods I¢But neither in China nerpin Russia ,-
was there a bourgeoisie capable of understanding or conducting~such§a'e"*
‘struggle. j The characteristic feature-of the revolutions in both "' *w@v

' -' --' h‘ '-: ‘-. ' . ' - 9'...“ '-‘ - '. ' ‘ _ _ , -countries is that they mere bourgooisjrevolutrons 1n'Hh1Ch_OlHSS€S'Oth@T
than the bourgeoisie occupied the role playod;.inptheJI8th century;”byM
thepbourgeoisie in France. . vex ;_.-»=-,pf*‘ --ti‘ .»K ._;i=o.'I:¥v
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i'“~}These-fairlyfunususl relationships were to form-theibasis'of - i@7_
Bolshevism in both Russia and China. Bolshevism did not occur in Ghinaip
because Mao Tse Tung and his co-thinkersymoreiBolsheviks, but because-hi

' ..' .1 _ . ,_ _ ._ _ |

conditions in Chinaqsere similar to thosegin Russia which originally syn
created Bolshevismo, Win neither Russia;ner China could_capitalism triumph,
except in its_BolshovikIform. Ix,;;;f***p p4,? 'i&yp;f’“;“yp_ -~_
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. In both Qhina and RuSSl@£§GU&%l1SU.(OI;IiS-EQHlVfi1QHf)'hfid¢pOTSlStGd
until fairly recent times as a result of the stagnation ofjagrarian=
development» ;,In both countries capitalism arose out Qfiwhat mightibei
called externeiipeees. 'With it an embryonic bourgeoreio and anéembryonic
proletariatfdem§lopedo In Russia, capitalism arose asIa result of the
economic needs sf Tsarist militarism, Industrialisation begmn.im,
Petrograd§?iniMoscon, in the cea1+bearine*Donetz basin and around the oil-

Q 1

fields of Baku._ In China the’ssme process occurred in the major ports of
ShanghaiQ"Canton_and Nanhing;‘“ In China honevor9Ithe proletariat formed
an even smaller perontage of the population than.in. Russia. ‘"Despito ‘
the many similarities, this fact was to result in great differences I;C
between the revolutions in the two countries.  ,i it d°'
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'i” The"bourgeoisie" which, in China and Russia, developed alongside the

process of industrialisation in no way resembled the "Third Estate" which,
at the onset of the French bourgeois revolution, had proudly proclaimed its
right to poser, The bourgeoisie in Chinn.and.Russia arose as a class
without any firm economic base of its own. ‘ It was supported by foreign
capitalism and developed in the shadow of an absolutism which had itself
made concessions to foreign capitalism. The bourgeoisie was not therefore
the enemy of this absolutism.' On the contrary, it sought from it political
dsupport. It was a willing ally of this absolutism - or at least it
hesitated to allow its interests to clash with those of absolutism. 'In
as much as the bourgeoisie was too weak to engage in political activity,
the revolution had to develop without its help. In as much as the
bourgeoisie was capable of engaging in political activity, this was not of
a revolutionary kind and the revolution was to develop in-opposition to
the bourgeoisie, t .

§ER;¥E@@@EEiQE;EEiE$QE@3W'IN mesa KM’9E@d"§'“-1-T‘ ‘-$-_i'
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In.Russia, although the working class was small, the conditions of
Tsarism ensured that it was very militant. Such.militancy, combined with
its concentration in certain areas, allowed the Russian proletariat
significantly to influence events, It played an important role in both
I905 and I917 just as the peasants did as a result of their sheerc
numerical force, Russia also had an intelligensia for whom history had
reserved a special role, From the ranks of the intellectuals came the
cadres of professional revolutionaries of the Bolshevik Party. Lenin
once said of such professional revolutionaries (and it was far truer than
he realised) that they were "Jacobins bound to the masses", i.c. _
revolutionaries of a distinctly bourgeois type, advocating a typically
bourgeois method of organisation. y

These Jaeobin Bolsheviks left their imprint on the Russian _
revolution just as - conversely - they were themselves to be influenced by
the Russian.events. I They used the word "smytsdflef'to describe the needs
of the revolution.- The "smytschka" was class alliance between workers
and peasants, classes eith.completoly different interests but who,
without mutual support, could not achieve their own aims in any permanent
nay. _In practice, (and as a historical result), this came to mean that
the Party~occupied a position of authority above the two classes, This
situation continued until, as a result of social development, a new class
appeared, a class engendered by the post-revolutionary mode of production.

‘I
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9. .
In China history repeated itself but in somewhat different form.

Although the Chinese revolution in general resembled the Russian, it
differed from it utterly in some respects. There was, firstly, an
enormous difference in tempo. Although the Chinese revolution began in
I9II, in the beginning (apart from some important events in I915, I9I5
and I9I6) it only me.r1~:ed time. At its onset, in contrast to what happened
in Russia in I917, the mass of the population did not enter the scene. The
fall - or rather the abdication - of the Manchus was a belated echo of
mass movements of bygone years such as the Tai Ping revolt and the Boxer
rebellion. The abdication was not the sequel to an uprising. The
"Imperial Sons. ofiHeavon'.' offered China the republic on tray. Imperial
authority was not destroyed French royalty or Russian Tsarism had been,
but was bequeathed by imperial decree to Yuan Shih Kai. Yuan has been
nic1:;ns.med the "Chinese Napoleon" for his unsuccessful attempt at replacing
the Empire by military dictatorship. But this is an inaccurate
designation. No.poleon wa.s the executor of the will of the bourgeois
revolution, whereas Yuan Shih Kai was only the executor of the will of a
banlcrupt imperial household. As such Yuan Shih Kai proved obstacle
to the development of the revolution.

Yuan cannot be compared to Bonaparte but is perhaps more like
Kornilov, the Russian general who, at the end of the summer of I917,
prepared a counter revolutionary coup. When faced with this danger the
Bolsheviks called for resistance and the Petrograd workers intervened on
the side of the revolution. Nothing similar could have occurred in
China,» where the working class, small it was, was too weak even to '
contemplate such action. The progress of the Chinese bourgeois revol-
ution was therefore slowed down.

I0.   
In China historical necessity had thrown up no Jacobins to oppose

Yuan Shih Kai; *2-<rh.at did exist was a petit bourgeois intelligentsia -
radical and republican. Their radicalism was, however, relative in the
extreme and only discernible in relation to the reactionary Chinese
bourgeoisie who flirted with both Yuan Shih Kai and the empire. This
bourgeoisie "ens represented by Sun Yat Sen, who followed in the footsteps
of Confucius in advocating class reconciliation. Sun Yat Sen sought a
compromise bet"-:reen ancient China and a modern (i.e. bourgeois) republic.

Such illusions certainly could not stimulate revolutionary attitudes
They explain why Sun Yat Sen capitulated without resistance to Yuan Shih
Kai, when for a short time after I911 he found. himself in the foreground
of events. Yuan Shih Kai‘ s lack of success was due primarily to the
forces of separatism and decentralisation, which had rendered impossible
the continued existence of the ‘I‘~.ia11chu monarchy and had seriously impeded
the maintenance of the former power structures even under a modified
form.
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l' China in 1911 did not become a national bourgeois state as France,

Germany or Italy had become after their respective bourgeois revolutions.
Consequently China fell prey to a handful of generals such as Sun Chuan
Fang and Feng Ye Hsiang who fought each other for over a decade, whereas
in Russia, generals such as Denikin, Kolchak and wrangel only entered the
scene after the revolution in 1917.-. In Russia, the generals fought the.
peasants; the workers and the Bolsheviks; ‘in China, the generals fought s
to prevent events like these that had taken place in Russia in 191Y before
there was any chance of their occurrence. They attempted net to erase H
events, but to preclude them by extending their power over the greater
part of China. But all of them failed. It was not until the late
twenties that Chiang Kai Shek succeeded; at a time when the revolution
had entered a new phase.

Chiang Kai Shek was unlike the other generals; he was not a feudal
war-lord, nor did he represent the well-to-do peasants. He was the
general of the Chinese "Girondins", the general of the Khn Min Tang. His
party had_been forced into revolutionary activity for a short period by the
pressure of the masses, now beginning to play an active part in events.
After marking time for a quarter of a century, the Chinese revolution had
reaéhed the stage which the Russian r€VO1utiOn had reached in February  
1917, despite the still very different social conditions in the two  
countries.  ¢Y A ~
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12.  M-    
'f_ The Kuo Min Tang (the National Party of China) is the rldest party

to have played a role in the Chinese"revolution.p It was the heir of the
Tung Min Wuo ("United Front of Revolutionaries”) which itself continued
the traditions of the "China ewehee" secret society. This was formed
outside China by Sun Yat Sen in 1894 with the support cf emigre petty
traders. The base of this group remained tradesmen and intellectuals
but it also comprised many soldiers and officials with careerist notions.
It also gained support from the ranks of the Chinese bourgeoisie, still

'-

in_itfs infancy. ' C v   _ “ "X _

15. 1 —t,e. e p_ _.
1 . ,

eThe outlook of the K.M.T. was as vague as it's heterogeneous
composition might lead one to expect. It failed to realsie that, as in
all bourgeois revolutions the develcpment of China’s economy depended on
an agrarian_reform, and on the freeing of the peasantry from feudal forms
of ownership. ' The confusion was inevitable for this freeing of the'l
peasantry was inseparably connected with the breakdown of traditional
Chinese family relationships. These relationships were an integral
part of the future China envisaged by Sun Yat Sen and the KoM@To
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The K;M.T. were republican nationalists and the logical consequence of
nationalism.was a struggle against imperialism. But this was impossible
for a party whose bourgeois supporters were so strongly linked to that
very imperialism. So confused were Sun Yat Sen‘s ideas that he seriously
believed that China could be unified and strong under a central power
supported by foreign capital. He failed to realise that such foreign
capital benefited most from China‘s weakness. The main feature of the
ideas of Sun'Yat Sen and the'K;M.T."was, however, their notion of a general
reconciliationehetween classes. This unrealistic ideal incontestably .
corresponded to the fact that the K;M.T. was the political expression of
basically antagonistic interests. i 4

..,_
Q. 4- 0

It was only in the early twenties, when the Chinese people took. . l
fiction to defend themselves against an oppressive imperialism, that the
K;H.T. moved to the left. ‘The Party was reorgnnised and Sun'Yat Sen drew
up a programme for it which for the first time recognised the agrarian
problem as basic to the development of Chinses society. The programme -
was, however, so obscured by Confucian terms that the left and right - 
wings of the Party could interpret it as they chose.  

Despite this, the K;M.T. was driven by events for a while to fight
inperialism.and the forces of reaction which has remained as strong as
they had been in.I9II. Fbr a time it seemed as if a form of "Jacobin
democracy" would appear within the Nationalist Party. The revolution W e
iflined momentum.but this only exacerbated the contrauicitions between the
"mrious social groups which composed the K;M.T. .As the revolution moved
:;ruard, all that was reactionary within China arose against it.

‘__.. Q-. 1.-
--1 ‘Ii "4'

L  The Koeng Tsiang Tang (the Chinese Bolshevik;Party) emerged in the
years I920 — 21 for much the same reasons as the Russian.Bolshevik Party
had been formed twenty years earlier. .As the Chinese bourgeoisie was
failing in its own mission, the workers nnd.the peasants became the
fighting force of the revolution. Because it was a bourgeois revolution.
and not a proletarian revolution that was the order of the day, the
organisation formed in the struggle - in the wake of the shortcomingsl

of the K;M.T. - proved to be of bourgeois type: a party. The party
was created on.Leninist lines, under similar conditions to those which
had given rise to the Bolshevik.Party in.Russia. Its internal structure
and its social and @OlitiO&l ideas corresponded to these material
circumstances. e R -

/ an
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The Chinese scholar Chen Tu.Hsiu who founded the K.T.T. mode of it
is fiithfull copy of the Russian Bolshovik Party. iThis was confirmed by
Ifiso Tse Tung himself when, in s speech on the occasion of the 28th
snniversery of the K.T,T, in June I949, he said, "It was through the
pre-October practices of the Russians that the Chinese discovered Marxism.
Before the October Revolution, the Chinese were not only ignorant of
Lenin but also of Marx end Engels, The selvoes of the October Revolution
brought usYMsrxism#Leninism." The Chinese concluded from this thst "it
was necessary for us to follow the wny of the Russians." T

This conclusion was COTIOCt, but only beceuse WMsrxism4LeninismP hss
nothing in common with Marxism, other than terminology. ifierxisn-.i
was the theoretical expression of cless relationships within cspitslism.
Leninisn is s transformation of social - democratic idess to fit
particular Russisn conditions, .And these conditions were to shnpe
Bolshevism more then did the socisl—democrntic idess. If Leninism hsd
been Marxism, the Chinese would hove hnd nothing to do with it, end whet
IMeo said of other western theories could hove been applied to Leninism
itself, namely: "the Chinese heve learned much.from the West but nothing
of any prscticel use," C‘

17,

 .filthough the K,T,T, could borrow its Structure from the_Bussinn
Bolshevik Party es s result of the similsrity between conditions in the
two countries, these conditions were not identical, It was therefore
necessary to modify Leninisn to fit Chinese conditions just as Lenin hsd
previously Changed western idens to fit the Russien.situstion, pss the
situation in Chins resembled that in.Russis more closely thsn.Russisn
conditions resembled those of western Europe, the alterations mode were
less drastic,

Undoubted chsnges were node, however, mnd Chinese Bclshovism while
rensining Bolshovisn, use to reflect s much stronger pessent influence than
did the Russian variety, This sdmption to more primitive conditions was
not coseiously undertsken but occurred under the pressure of reality.
The visible influence of this pressure was the total renewal of the Party
in I927, is long as it hnd remained s faithful copy of the Russien.model,
the K.T,T, hsd been completely inpotr: in the maelstrom of the Chinese
revolution, but once it identified more closely with the peasant messes,
it become on important footer, This explains why Chen Tu Hsiu was

_,..>ct

expelled in I927, it the time of the "renenel of the cadres". The "rebels
in the countryside" were joining in_lorge numbers. Chen Tu Hsiu the
IMsrxist scholsr, was replaced by Moe Tse Tung, the peessnt's son from.Honsn.
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_ A third party to sppesr in the Chinese revolution.wms the Democratic
League. i Founded.in I941, the League sought to sot es n buffer between
xthe x.n.T. end inc K.T.T. In the journsl_Te,Kun.Puo (Jonuory 21, I947)
close contacts of the Leegue defined its activities es "conducting propo-
'gendo for democracy and doting es intermediaries between thefK;M.T._snd
the Bolsheviks with s vies to achieving nstionsl unity".i Elsewhere the
 Lcngue defines itself es being directed towards the end of civil war end

i towards pence". f  I 9 _, . .|., ._ _ . _

. I _

The League sought to reconcile the irreconcilable. The compromise
put forward (the League themselves used the word "compromise") nos on

"inttempt similsr to the one msdo_by Sun Yet Son in I9I2 when he gave Way
to YusniShih.Koi "to overt n civil war". 'But in I9I2, the revolution

' once begun, civiljwsr eds incvitsble. All sttempts to compromise st that
stsge or later in history, only hnd one result: ‘on intensification of the
civil uor., " 9 " __ 9‘ 9

, 0

19,
- 1

_ _ _ , . , - .

It hos been said of the Democrstic League, founded by the coalition
of vorious groups end small parties, that most of its supporters were
academics or students end thnt they used the sord "democracy" much es it is
used in the West, nnmely to moon the rule of the bourgeoisie. 'Whst is
true in this ohnrsotorisstion is that those scholars were the heirs to
theIMsndorins who hsd ruled Chins for over 5,000 yocrs, but'uhst they hsd
leorned*fron.western bourgeois democrats was but c thin veneer over their

_bosic Confucian philosophy. The bnsic fecture_of this philosophy is its
*“concern for "pesos" mnd the svoidsnoe of clnss struggle. The Msndorins
of the League msintsined close economic and fsnily ties with the uppermost
stratum of Chinese society.  This socisl lsyer had one foot in bourgeois
society but else mnintsinod feudal interests. I A_ “

This sooinl background was eloquently expressed in the politics of
the League; despite its outwardly severe critique of the K;M.T., its
procticsl notions were confined to attempts st reforming theIK;M.T. Such

 attempts were fruitless. The "faults" of the K.M.T. could not hove been
eliminsted sithbut eliminating the sociol circumstances nhich_hnd given

"rise to both the K;M.T. s i the Democrdtic League. ' T ' I cl.,.JeC.

 2o.  c u   
.,_

’ _ I‘ .. p , .

I .» Pence in Chine could not hove been achieved by the compromises sug-0
1 ‘ '

r gested by the League but only by pursuing the civil nor to its conclusion.
The Losgue never obnndoned its pccific policies but reality forced it‘ -
eventually to modify them. Hesitctingly, reluctantly and too late in
the dsy, even on their own admission, the League declsred cor on Chinng
Koi Shek whom they considered to be politically short-sighted. At this“
time ChisngIKsi Shek returned to his policy of destroying the advocates of
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policies of compromise which he relaxed during the war with Japan. The
Democratic League, caught between the left and the right, was crushed by
the unfurling of events and disappeared.  _

_EBIL"CHINE§§_IKERENSKY AND Tfl§_pPEASAE$§,

2I. m

' In the years I927 to I947, the Chinese revolution underwent a second
period of stsgnation. During this period the K;M.T. was in power, having
separated itself from its youth and its own Jacobin wing. This was the
Girondin period which had begun with the defeat of Sun Yat Sen and of the
left.  - I

In.the spring of I927 social antagonisms brought about e political
crisis and a subsequent split in the party. In the April of that year there
were two K;M.T. governments; a left sing one at'Wu Han and e right wing
one at Nanking. The differences between them were not great, for the
Wu.Hhn.regime itself was to keep its distance from the peasantry, new
becoming active. I The Nanking regime reacted in the same way. There was
no difference between the agrarian policies of the two regimes.

'When the peasant movenent in Honan took on the appearance of a mass
revolt, Ten.Ping San, theIMinister of Agriculture st Wu.Han, travelled to
the province to "prevent excesses" ..... (in other words to suppress the
revelt).gp But Tsn.Ping San was a Bolshevik and a member of the K.T.T.
(then Working in close collaboration with the K.M.T.), Chen Tu Hsiu, then
still Psrty'Leader reasoned as follows; "An.ngrarian.policy which is too
radical would create a contradiction between the army and the government
in which the K.T.T. is participating. The majority of army officers come
from a background of small landowners who would be the first people to
suffer in an agrarian.reform."  

This is yet another example of why it proved necessary to renew the
ranks of the Bolshevik.Party with peasants. It was clear, moreover, that
the Wu.Han administration stood between the peasant revolts and the Nonking
government, and that, because of its petit-bourgeois base, it did not take
its flirtation with Jacobinism too seriously. As a result, it was forced
to surrender to Nanking at the beginning of I928, leaving Chiang Kai Shek
master of the situation.  

22. . g

Although.the Nonking government of Chiang proved victorious in the-
criticdl year of I927, working class revolts had to be put down in Shanghai
and.Cnnton. ‘It is claimddby some that these uprisings were attempts by
the Chinese proletariat to influence events in a revolutionary direction.
This could not have been the case. Twenty-two years after the massacres
in these two towns, the Chinese Ministry of Social.sffairs announced that

\. _ ,-

. ‘ ‘
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in China there were fourteen industrial towns and just ever a million ~
industrial workers in a population of between four and five hundred millions.
i.e. industrial workers comprised less thnn.O.25?+of the population. In
I927 this figure must have been still lower.

With the proletariat insignificant as o.class in.I949, it seems un-
likely that they could hnve engaged in revolutionary class activity
twenty-two years earlier.i“ The Shanghai revolt Of Morch-I927 WW8 e
popular uprising whose aim was to support Chiang Kai Shek‘s Northern
Expedition. The workers only played a significant role in it because
Shanghai was China's most industrialised town, where one third of the
mChineso proletariat happened to live. The uprising was "radical-deme—
cratic" rather than proletarian in nature and was b oodily quelled by
Chiang Kai Shek because he scorned Jacohinism, not because he feared the
proletariat. The so~called "Canton Commune" was no more than an adventure
provoked by the Bolsheviks in attempt to bring eff what they had already

< _

failed to achieve in Wu Han.  

J_The Canton uprising of December I927 had no political perspective
and expressed proletarian resistance no more than the K.T.T.'GXpT€SSGd
preletarian aspirations.  Beredin, the Governmontls Russian adviser said
_that he had come to China to fight for an idea; it was for similar_ if
political ideas that the K.T.T. sacrificed the workers of Canton. -These ~
workers never challenged Chiang Kai Shek and the right wing of the K;M.T.,
the only serious, systematic and sustained challenge came from the peasantry.

. _ _

25»  y ,
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After his victory Chiang Kai Shek found himself master of a country
in which the insoluble contradictions of the traditional social system
had produced social chaos. The Nanking government;saw before it the task
of reorganising China but it was impossible to turn the clock back.

_ ‘

Chiang Kai Shek was obliged to embark on new reads and was ready to
do so. ..He dreamt of being, if not the Jacobin, at least the Girendin
reformer of China, just as Kerensky had dreamt of being the great reformer
in the Russian.Revolution. Kerensky, like a comic opera hero, had
stiutted across the Russian political scene between February and
October IQIT, bClieVimg'he could dominate events whereas in fact, it was
events that were carrying him forward.

Chiang Kai Shek can be comprred to Kerensky in several ways: neither
had much criticism to make of imperialism: both_were faced with agrarian
problems which resulted in the basic instability of their regimes; both
become puppets of reaction aspa result of their own ideals. Kerensky's
"socialist" beliefs (the word can be interpreted in many ways!) led him
to become the ally and friend of many of the most reactionary elements in

\

Russia. Chiang Kai Shek.who, as a cadet in the military academy, had
dreamt of "renewing China with his sword" in his own lifetime, eventually '
became a member of a group of whom T.'V. Soeng was the most typical member.

' . ¢ , -
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But the wealth of Soongfi and other large financiers presupposes both a form
of commercial imperiadisn and the mass poverty of the Chinese peasantry.
Kerensky's policies were similarly dictated by the social position of his

. friends such.as'Nekressov, a position based on the poverty of the Russian
peasantry. ‘While Kerensky's government in.Russia lasted only a few
months, the Chinese "Kerensky" period of the K.M.T. lasted until World
War II. I -

24. L L H

.Although the accession to power of Chiang Kai Shek impeded the progress
of the bourgeois revolution, the revolution had already begnn.and the main
revolutionary force, the mass of the peasantry, continued to press forward.
In the early thirties, scarcely three years after the country had been
"pacified", there was a series of peasent insurrections. "These involved
the K;M.T. armies and revolutionaries - the peasantry who had been con-
tinually oppressed and cheated and were non being driven to extrenes of
desperation. , 0‘ l

n-

_ 'Wherever the masses took action? they undertook a general partition
of the land. This partition.was so radical in the province of Kiangsi
that the K.M.T. were forced to legitimise it when they "pacified" the
rebellious area in.I954, although such land reform was scarcely in accord
with their general policy. Ohiang Kai Shek had declared; it is true,
That he intended to regulate land ownership so that each could have his
share; but, outside Kiangsi shore the partition was imposed by peasants
themselvesi no such reforms took lace. 09 P

The K;M.T. claimed that co-operatives would improve the living
standards of their participants and; although the number of such co-
operatives rose from 59000 to I5§000 between.I955 and I956, they only in
fact served the interests of the landowners. The Swedish anthropologist
Jan Myrdal, who lived for a time in a country village in Shansi, recorded
that the peasants themselves had told him that the credit system brought
then further into poverty. Their debts to the landlords increased and
the troops of the K;M.T. enforced payment. Such conditions, as recorded
by Myrdal, lend weight to the assertion that the revolution which smouldered
throughout the thirties to explode in the forties was overwhelmingly a

‘ peasant revolution. . T ' e I 0

25.  
The fihnking government under Chiang Kai Shek completely failed to

resolve China's most urgent agrarian problem. I Their incapacity in this
field stemmed from the close links between the K;M.T. and these sections

' yief Chinese society whose interests most favoured the maintenance of the
a traditional systen. s The overt and direct oppression of the peasantry
under this system was of a distinctly pre-bourgeois nature and showed that

' remnants of feudalism were still in existence.

n . , .In fact 0h1ang‘s father-in-law.
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i;Here can be found the source of the increasing corruption within the
K;M.T: such corruption was not the result of personal characteristics of
the K.H.T. leaders but of the social system itself. The K.M.T. was not
corrupted because it sought support from the propertied classes but by the
fast it was based on such classes. This corruption greatly exacerbated
the social problems of China. The Nanking government and the parasitical
classes which it represented held back development and tended to destroyl
China's economy.

But once this economy was challenged, the government itself was doomed.
After twenty years of tentative attempts, the peasant masses at last
discovered hoe to unite in a revolutionary force. It was not the working
class, still very weak, which brought about the downfall of Chiang Kai Shek,
but the peasant masses organised under primitive democracy into guerilla ~
armies. _ This demonstrates another fundamental difference between the
Chinese and Russian revolutions. In the latter the workers were at~the" 
head of events at Petrograd, Moscow and Kronstadt and the revolution pro-
gressed outward from the towns into the countryside.s In China the
opposite was the case. The revolution moved from rural to urban areas.
When.Kenensky called upon the army to help him against revolutionary
Petrograd his soldierS_fratern1sed with the Bolsheviks. But when the

.1

armies of Mao_Tse Tung and.Lin.Piao approached the'Yang'Tse river, the
soldiers of the K;M.T. deserted en.masse. There was no ouestion ofia‘ _ .1.

defence of Nanking or of the China of Chiang Kai Shek. The spectre of
feudalism was driven out of China and capitalism was bloodily born there,
the result of a social caesarian section carried out with the bayonets of r
peasant armies.

lsdfilrlhddflddfdlrgsfdlifflde.s§dhdLsEr;BEV@LUT1ON
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Asks peasant revolution, the Chinese revolution showed its bourgeois
character as clearly as did the Russian revolution. 'When the peasants
began to move, Lenin ‘d his colleagues were forced by events to abandon
their ideas on the "agrarian question". They adopted the Narodnik policy
based on the so-called "black partition" under the slogan of "the land tor,
the poasants"._ In China the K.T.T. used a similar slogan, also borrowed,
from others (notably from Sun.Yat Sen) and which had been similarly forced
upon them by reality itself. I A

}3 I'- §...J
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In.I926 the_tno childhood friends from the of Honan, Mao Tsc Tung
and Liu Shae Chi both strictly followed the Party doctrine.-. The former
wrote in a study of the old class structure in China that "the industrial
proletariat is the motive force of our revolution." The latter wrote in a
pamphlet that "the social and democratic revolution can only succeed under
the leadership of the workers‘ unions." -0-  



The ink was scarcely dry,.however, when the peasants of Honan
challenged such opinions with an irresistible force. Deeply impressed
by what he had seen during a short visit to his native province,-Mao Tse
Tung came to believe that it was not the workers but the peasants who
would be at the forefront of the revolution. He-wrote in a report that,
"without the poor peasants there can be no question of a revolution". H
Whoever acted against the peasants attacked the revolution; their_ p
revolutionary tactics were beyond reproach. r ,1

28.“, Z .

Mao Tse Tung depicted in great detail the revolutionary tactics of the
peasants of Honan in a report on the revolutionary movement in that
province. These tactics were used throughout China as much during the
long "Kerensky period" as in 1949 and in 1955. The houses of village,
tyrants were invaded by crowds, their corn confiscated and their pigs 1
“slaughtered. iLandowners were dressed up as clowns and paradeduthrough the
villages as prisoners; meetings were held at which the poor expressed i
their grievances against the rich, and tribunals were set up to try =w¢>
exploiters. These were the methods of struggle spontaneously developed
by the Chinese peasants. In China, just as in Russia, it was not they
Party which showed the way to the masses; the masses showed the way tol
the Party. ‘ v

29¢ 1 ' _ -
The social changes which occurred in the Chinese countryside between

1949 and 1953 were characterised by partition of the land, the dispossessicn
of the landowners, the breaking up of the social groups connected with them
and, finally, by the destruction of the patriarchal family which was thei
basic production unit of traditional Chinese society. The social
significance of this process was that it put an end to the old system
which was in decline and seriously hindered the development towards private
ownership of land (the most important-means of production in China).

The result was the same in China as-it had been in Russia. Those
who had been landless peasants became small landowners. After four years
of ararian revolution, there were between 120 and 150 million independent
Peasants in China.  7- '

1 . |, _- -
_ . _. _ - ¢ 1 ' -.L- ~ '. 5 - U '

' 1_ ' _ ... . _ ._...
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Of the development of Russia after 1917, Karl Radek had written, "the
Russian peasants have made the feudal land on which they worked until now
their own property." This remains the basic fact although it can be partly
concealed by various juridicial fictions. The Bolshevik economist,
Vargas, wrote in 1921, "the land is worked by peasants who produce almost
as private owners".- Radek and Vargasvere absolutely correct.

~
4 . ' ._ | _ . . I
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Tge first phase of the Russian revolution produced capitalist private
ownership in the countryside which naturally led to new social different-
iations. hiflnew class of agricultural labourers developed alongside a
class of well-to-do peasants. Of similar developments in China Mao Tse
Tung was to write in 1955; "in recent years, the spontaneous forces of
capitalism* have expanded day by day in the countryside; new rich. 1-~
peasants* have appeared everywhere and a large number of welleto-do
peasants are trying desperately to become rich. On the other hand, a
large number of poor peasants still live in misery and poverty because the
means of production are insufficient. Some of these poor peasants are in
debt while others are selling or letting their land." Later, in the
same article, Mao writes of "a group of well-to-do peasants who are
developing towards capitalism*." ”

51-  I
Partition of the land created, both in Russia and China, the condit-

ions under which agriculture could enter the sphere of modern commodity”
production.  ..  .  

--p Such a system of commodity production arose in Western Europe under
the form of classical capitalism. In such a system there no longer exists
the closed units in which needs are fulfilled by local labour alone and in
which production is geared to local consumption. A peasant no longer
consumed all his own production nor produced for the satisfaction of all
his own needs. Specialisation developed and the peasant began to work
for the market just as industry did.

_ . 4

The peasant supplied industry with primary products and the non- »
agrarian industrial workers with food. In return industry supplied the
peasant with the machinery to improve and increase production. This
specialisation led to an increasing inter-dependance between agriculture
and industry. T ,

 ,- In Russia and China, this type of development also took place, but
not along classical lines. Both these countries lacked a modern
bourgeoisie which is the historical agent of this type of social change.
The development towards capitalism in these two countries was also the
developent towards state capitalism. At first it might appear as if
‘this development was the product of a supposedly "socialist" ideology.
On closer inspection, however, it appears that state capitalism was not
the result of such an ideology but rather that this "socialist" ideology
was the consequence of the new inevitability of state capitalism. H.

Because state capitalism implies a restriction of "free" market _
mechanisms and of the traditional "freedoms" of the producer, it encoun-.
tered both in China and in Russia the resistance of peasants who had just
established themselves as free producers. The historical need to

* Brendel‘s emphases.
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'overcome this resistance inevitably resulted in a Party dictatorship.

. The climate_of resistance among the Chinese peasantry is clearly A;
demonstrated in an episode described in the Party's theoretical journal in
_1951.~ Liu Shao Chi wrote;,y *  '- _ ~ P H ~ .~ 1

"This young man had worked as a farm labourer for more than ten"
years. During this time he had suffered from bitter poverty.
It was not until the victory of the revolution that he was able

_» to marry and start a family. During the campaign for agricultural
, reform he was very active and was elected secretary of his village

,9 yough league. _ Once he had received land, hpwever, he.refusedv .
to continue working for the Party. "When reproached he repliedgf
‘All my life I've been poor. I owned no land. Now I own land .

" I'm content. "There is no need for further revolution.'" .

The Party replied that the revolution had not yet ended. The revolution
could not be ended until a modern, stable economy had been established
without which, despite the land partition, agriculture would once again
,stagnate._~ 3 9,, _  I _c 9 .  A. ,"-

.

THE PEASANT AGAINST STATE CAPITALISM;
b " _

55- '1 '    - d
y J In 1955, when the agrarian revolution was under way, that is to say
after the partition of land had taken place, China saw the onset of a

; I

violent struggle between the peasants and the K.T.T. _The ohjeat of thissr,
was the building of a state capitalist economy. Alongside this develop-
ment there arose also increasing tensions between the workers and the
government. _ ' '1 I I I y

, .

In these two respects, events in China in the fifties resembled events
in Russia in the twenties. But events in the two countries were by no
means identical: China witnessed nothing like the development of workers
councils or the growth of th se tendencies of selfemanagement in the
Russian factories which had forced Lenin to adopt the slogan of "All
power to the soviets" despite this being in it‘s essence, in opposition
to Bolshevik ideology. Nevertheless, similarities can be seen underlying,
on the one hand, the decision of the First All-Russian Congress of I
Councils of National Economy (in May 1918) to the effect that eventual
nationalisation of the factories could only be undertaken with the consent
of the Supreme Council_of National Economy,* or the decree of the 10th
Party Congress of March 1921 which forbad the further confiscation of 
enterprises,** and, on the other hand, the Chinese measures introduced in
September~1949 forbidding even workers in the private sector from striking.

*, See "The Bolsheviks and Workers‘ Control" p.45.
_ ‘ ‘

** cibid Pp77 et seq.

_=_~__
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A While the Russian proletariat were developing new methods of struggle,
the Chinese proletariat were resorting to the classical strike Weapon."
Rut in both countries legislation was directed at the self-activity of the
workers. Behind the thin facade of the so-called "dictatorship of the 
proletariat" could be found, in both countries, the features of capitalism.

_ _ ,
‘ . _

- n
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In both China and Russia there was a contradiction between the claims
of the Bolshevik Party and social reality.i, In relation to the trade
unions, this led to-a-"discussion" in which the truth was meticulously
avoided, even when the facts were fairly clear.,  _, ‘,9

p In 1952, the Chinese unionswere purged of officials who, it was stated,
"allowed themselves to be led too much by the workers," i.e. who, "showed
too much concern over the workers’ living standards," or who, "proved A
overzealous inensuring workers‘ rights."1 Meetings were called at which
attacks were made on those who "failed to understand that, while strikes
are necessary in a capitalist country, they are superfluous in a socialist
state." A campaign was launched against "laxity in labour discipline"
in much the same tone as Trotsky had used in Russia. General Hou Chi Chen,
who had elaborated the new trade union laws, declared,"

"It is no longer necessary, as it once was, to struggle for they A
downfall of capitalism."   9. A

 1 In 1955, at the 7th Congress of Chinese Trade Unions, it was stated
.that, "The direct and selfish interests of the working class must be
subordinated to those of the state." ' ~‘P R  

Although in China, too, debate clouded reality, at the 1955 Congress
of Trade Unions the truth was stated far more bluntly than it had ever
been in Russia.   u

55- 4 '
1 That the Chinese Party could express itself more openly than it's-
Russian counterpart was a direct result of the different situations~ A
existing in the two countries. In Russia the realities of Bolshevik is
ideology had to be more carefully hidden as a result of the more important
role played by the working class in that country. After all, the ’ ~
Bolshevik regime in Russia had known a "Workers' Opposition" based on the
trade union of metalworkers and an armed proletarian insurrection at 9
Rronstadt. 1

No such pressures had been put upon the Chinese Bolshevik Party.
As a result it had fewer compunctions in dealing with the working-class
and could consequently allow itself a freer hand in coping with the
peasantry. Until the early thirties, the Russian Party vacillated between
the workers and the peasants, at times acting against one section while
giving way to the other. From the beginning of the revolution, the
Chinese Party could follow a straight line. As a result, it could
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develop a stronger state capitalist policy in relation to agriculture, and
moreover do so at an earlier date.'  ”  

Q . . _ _- _ i . _
I . . v 4

From the moment of the Bolshevik victory in China the working-class
was weaker than that in Russia. Agriculture was more primitive and ther
fore more dependent on industry. As a result, the Party had more elbow
room and met with more success in it's agrarian policy. In October 1955
the Party began to fight against the private capitalist tendencies which
had resulted from the partition of the land. Three and a half years? -
later, in 1957, 90% of Chinese agriculture had been organised into co- '
operatives. ‘This first period of collectivisation was followed, in
August 1958 by a second phase: the introduction of the Peoples‘ Communes
This second phase of collectivisation had only been going a few months
when it encountered a massive and menacing resistance from the peasantry.
In Russia the Bolsheviks had met_this resistance earlier. A 5

37., w 5 9’

, In China, the struggle between the peasantry and the State Party
reached it's peak later than it's corresponding struggle in Russia. As
a result of China's larger number of peasants, the struggle proved more,

en-

deeply rooted and more dangerous to the new state. In Russia, the ideolo-
gical repercussions of this conflict did not occur until long after the
peasant uprisings had been suppressed: it was not until 1925 that Bukharin
issued his famous appeal to the peasants, "Enrich yourselves!"  In China
the order of events proved quite different. The peasant uprisings occurs
in December 1958 in Honan, Hopeh, Kansu, Kiangsi and Kuangtung provinces
but the ideological struggle had taken place two and a half years before,
in the period between the two periods of collectivisation known as the
"Hundred Flowers" period.

5s. 9
It is quite wrong to see the resistance against the Mao regime during

the "Hundred Flowers" period as a preliminary to the events of the Red¢*
Guards period of the Cultural Revolution. During the "Hundred Flowers"
period it was the Party which found itself the accused, denounced for’ j
suppressing individual liberty and creating a division between itself _and
the people; in short of, "behaving like a new dynasty" as a spokesman of
the opposition put it. .The Party was being accused by people who,
consciously or not, reflected the aspirations of the small agrioiltural
producers. During the Cultural Revolution, instead of being the accused,
the Party was then the prosecutor and the accusations it leveled were not
the suppression of individual liberties but an over-indulgence in personal
liberty. While the "Hundred Flowers" period was a struggle against the
Party's state capitalist attitudes. The Cultural Revolution, as will be
shown, was a conflict between the Party and the ‘new class’. °

u

4
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.In China this ‘new class' developed more quickly than in Russia.
One of the main reasons for this was the ability of the K.T.T. to move
more quickly and more strongly towards state capitalism in the dozen years
that followed it's victory. In China many of the most profound social
changes occurred sooner after the revolution than in Russia. As is often
the case in history, what was initially a brake became a stimulus to
further development. ~L f

- . _ .

mm PERIOD OF "mrtm1;m13- A-FLOWERS" mm mm POLICY or mm "THR.EIE RED FLAGS"

Q ' I 4-,
‘i ."- ' .' - ' 4- _

‘In the middle of January 1956, the Chinese Bolshevik Party held ad
conference during which it decided to change it's policy with regard to
scientists and writers. Chou En Lai, the Prime Minister, promised the
intellectuals better treatment, admitted that a gap had developed between
the Party and the intellectuals, and conceded that this could partly be
blamed on Party officials. On March 21st, 1956, the "Peoples' Daily"'
wrote that the Party should make greater attempts than ever to rally the
intellectuals back to it's ranks. By "intellectuals" they were referring
to the new intellectuals rather than to the old political idealists who
formed the Party cadre and who belonged to the intelligentsia.. At the
same time open attempts were made to persuade Chinese intellectuals abroad
to return"home.‘ 'On;May 2nd, 1956, Mao Tse Tung:made his famous speech in
which he said:- V 1 - .*

I 4
. a _ ' '

- ~ . _ .

"Let a Hundred Flowers bloom and a Hundred Schools of thought
tcontend." .. C - it .- 0 . . _

”'" "Thus began the "Hundred Flowers" period. It was pure coincidence
that it began at the same time as the "thaw" in Russia or as the Polish
"spring in autumn". This coincidence was to lead to a misconception:
that these were similar phenomena. I '

40.

Misunderstandings were heightened by the fact that in China, too,
people used the word "spring". If, however, a comparison with this
Chinese "spring" is to be sought, it will not be found in the European
developments of the fifties but rather in the Russian events of early .
1918. In March of that year Lenin proclaimed the need to attract people '
from the professions. ~.In 1921 and in the following years of the N.E.P.,
relations between the Bolsheviks and the scientists and specialists Q.
steadily improved until they once more came under attack from Stalin. 1

‘ ..._ .|_ I_ . _

-."InU1928, the first famous trial took place in Russia against certain
engineers. s The event in some ways resembled the purges of the thirties,
but was in essence-different. Trials also took place in China, for A
example that against the author Hou Fu, widely read in this period. .That
cases such as this occurred before even the beginning of the "Hundred
Flowers" period only demonstrates how complex reality is, and how, beyond
all the analogies there remain profound differences between the Chinese
events and those of Russia.
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" Despite these differences the "Hundred Flowers" period in China can be
compared to the N.E.P. in Russia.m Changes in economic policy took place
in China during this period, namely a pause between the two periods of
collectivisation. In Russia this period lasted ten years if dated from
Lenin's change of policy towards the intellectuals, or seven, if dated
from the formal adoption of the N.E.P. on March 21st, 1921.5 As a result
of her backwardness, China's corresponding phase was to prove much shorter,
but did not occur until six and a half years after the Bolshevik victory.
The systematic building of state capitalism, for which both countries
needed intellectuals, began later in China, which was a more backward
country; but, once begun, the process continued at a faster tempo, as
the Chinese did not need to make the detours that were forced on Lennin
(see thesis 55).  2 '  I

The period of the "Hundred Flowers" lasted only a year. While the
hundred flowers were flowering and the hundred schools of thought-were
contending, comments of the following kind could be read in China: .

"When the Communists entered the town in 1949, they were welcomed by
the people with food and drink and they were regarded as liberators; now
the people keep clear of the Communist Party as if it's members were gods
or devils. ,Party"members behave as police agents in civilian clothing and
spy on the people." 9

OI‘? _ .

- A "The unions have lost the support of the masses because they side with
the Government at decisive moments." »

To dissatisfaction such as this must be added that caused by a low
standard of living and by widespread hunger. One cannot help recalling
that Kollontai had said in Russia, in the early twenties, that the bars
of the prison cellswere the sole remaining symbols of soviet power - or

how the Workers‘ Opposition had criticised the economic situation. cBut in
China the working class was still weak. No workers‘ opposition had
appeared. The reality of the situation, namely the defence of the liberty
of peasant entrepreneurs against the state capitalist tendencies of the
Party, was better expressed in the literary critiques of the "Hundred
Flowers" period than it had been by pamphleteers during the N.E.P. In
Russia this had been mixed up with a primitive proletarian critique -P A
something which did not occur in China.

45., y e
 The "Hundred Flowers" period was in no way related to the events in

Russia or Poland after the death of Stalin. Nor was it related to the
-critique which began in China, in the early sixties, despite the fact that,
in a number of instances the Party was the common object of these
criticisms.
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- In the "Hundred Flowers" period, the Party was criticised because
- it was state capitalist;_ in the sixties it.was criticised despite

A 'it's state capitalist position. . 5“ "_‘I,
|

. - ' ... '_' » _. ' .'

Y - Whereas in the "Hundred Flowers" period the critics were against
I both state capitalism and the Party; in the sixties the critics

I were against Mao Tse Tung but not in the least against state
‘ capitalism. ' ~ I . 1 ' ~¢Qn q»,   c

st Behind these apparent subtleties there lay important differences.‘

44. '  5 _
P "‘Inc1957 while the seed of the "Hundred Flowers" was germinating in

the fertile soil of the existing social relations, the Party replied to"
criticism by a sharp campaign against "right deviationists" which lasted
until April 1958. Then in the summer of that year, the Party announced
it's policy of the "Three Red Flags" which it had been preparing for some
months._ ,

, . ~

."' - The first "red flag" was the "general policy of socialist construct-
ion: the joint development of industry and agriculture by the simultaneous
utilisation of modern and traditional productive methods. ,

iw' - The second "red flag" was the "great leap forward:"t,the attempt
vastly to increase the production of steel and power. .'

' 0

. .' - The third "red flag" was the formation of "peoples communes"
throughout the countryside as the second phase of agrarian collectivisation.

From this it can be seen that after the short "Hundred Flowers"
period, the Party continues on it's state capitalist course more decisively
than ever. China was now at the stage that Stalin's Russia had reached in
1928, eleven years after the Bolshevik revolution. China had taken nine
years to reach this stage. Her development had been more rapid and the
methods used more radical. i‘ 5 it 5

Such "progress", however, was not achieved without trouble. when
towards the end of 1958, the "weapon of critique" of the "Hundred Flowers"
period was discarded and the peasants took the road of a "critique by
weapons", the Party had to back peddle. In December 1958, April 1959
and on several subsequent occasions the Party had to modify it's"Communes'
programme before eventually abandoning it in 1962. A similar fate met
the other two "red flags". In the spring of 1962, the policy of the
"Three Red Flags" was completely abandoned.

45-
. History repeats itself, but in ever new forms. In Russia there

was a fairly strong peasant resistance at the beginning of 1921._ ;The
Party took a step back and announced the N.E.P. only to renew it's fight
against this resistance in 1928. In China phenomena similar to the N,E.P. _
were witnessed in 1956-7, after which the Party began a struggle against
the peasants which resulted in uprisings similar to those seen in Russia

-Q_|fl" ~\..r.-1---_-...-...-.-id-K --awn--=1+~b‘ 'II"."'Q -----~----e-.11-W-. 2-. -_ -- ‘ —"
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in 1921. The Chinese Party then back peddled as Lenin had in 1921. What
resembled the N.E.P. in China therefore took place in two distinct periods,
the "Hundred Flowers" period and the period between 1962 and 1964 when a new
‘radical’ course was again set. But the Chinese events of 1964 no longer
resembled what happened in Russia at the end of the N.E.P. At best they
resembled the second phase of a delayed N.E.P. A new conflict was then
beginning, not between the Party and the peasantry, but between the Party
and a ‘new class‘.

mm '1\mw CLASS‘ A IN csnm AGAINST THE K.T.T.
46. . 4

In the early sixties China entered a new phase which the Party called
the "Great Socialist Cultural Revolution". In a three volume work
published in the autumn of 1966, it was stated that, "The victory of the
socialist revolution does not mean the end to a class society or to the
class struggle." The authors went on to say that after the proletariat
had established it's power through a political victory, there were other
struggles to be fought; in the fields of culture, literature, art,
philosophy, life-style and everyday conduct. It was because of this that
China had been involved in inter-class struggle on the cultural front
since 1949. 5 _

This is a typical example of Bolshevik mystification: there had not
been a socialist revolution and power was not in the hands of the
proletariat. Instead there had been a bourgeois revolution which, as a
result of specific historical circumstances, had been carried out by the
peasantry. It had taken the form of state capitalism and had subsequently
evolved a very unusual ideology. This ideology required a presentation of
the facts in such a manner as to imply that, from the outset, the  
capitalist nature of the revolution had rapidly become socialist. This
sleight of hand boils down to the fact in China, as in Russia, state A
capitalism is presented as ‘socialism’ and the power of the Party as "the

, .
1

dictatorship of the proletariat". *

The new ideology also develops the false idea that, after it's 5
allegedly political victory, the working class has yet other victories to
win. But the real power of the working class, as of any other class,
does not lie in political institutions but is of a social nature. It
implies above all a revolution in the relations of production, associated
with a revolution in all other relationships. In China, the relations
of production changed. Feudalism was replaced by capitalism. As 1'
earlier in Europe, one system of exploitation was replaced by another.
As long as revolutions in relations of production only result in one form
of exploitation replacing another, they will result in the emergence of
institutionalised political power. when a change in the relations of
production does away with exploitation, political power will cease to
exist. A One cannot speak of political domination by the proletariat where
the proletariat is still exploited. Once the proletariat frees itself,
all forms of exploitation and of class domination will cease. I
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g The conept according to which the ‘political power of the proletariat
must be used to win victory in the cultural field‘ is based on5a funda- ‘
mental misunderstanding of the link between relations of production on *
the§one hand, and political and cultural relations on the other._ ‘These
wrong ideas arose from the fact that the respective roles of the social
and economic infrastructure of society and of it's political and cultural
superstructure were reversed.‘ " ' 5 A 5 ‘

Cultural and economic changes are not brought about'by the instrument
of politics, but where economic systems are being transformed, cultural
and political changes are bound to occur. The "Great Socialist Cultural
Revolution" had nothing_to do with socialism nor was it in any real sensea revolution. ,..r....._ .e--.W-. H. ,.._ -

47.. .
L .

What the K.T.T. labelled as a "cultural revolution" led, in late , 
1966 and in early 196?, to violence on such a wide scale, that the world
spoke of a ‘civil war‘. It should not be thought, however, that these
are mutually contradictory categories. Cultural developments, historic-
ally, have often been~violent.' In our opinion, there is a direct link
between the conflicts expressed in art and literature in theearly sixties,
and the violence which broke out in later years. The Chinese scholars,
and literary critics fought for essentially the same things as were later
to be fought for physically. As so often in history, and as has .
previously been seen in Chinese history itself (see thesis 44), an ideol-
ogical struggle preceded an armed struggle. _

It was no coincidence that the work already mentioned on the’ ~‘
"cultural revolutioh" dealt only with literature. The K.T.T. were not
wrong in emphasising the relationship between the struggle of the Red  
Guards and the earlier literary struggle.h They were wrong, however, in
their distorted view of that relationship. The struggle of the Red '
Guards did not have a cultural objective. The opposite was the case.
The cultural struggle expressed conflicting social interests. The  
Chinese Bolsheviks failed to appreciate the opposing social interests, ‘
precisely because they were Bolsheviks and limited by Bolshevikideology.
They described the conflicts of 1966 -67 as "cultural" instead of
explaining these conflicts in the field of culture as stemming from
antagonistic social interests.  9

48- 3 »
A "The French review ‘Le Contrat Social‘ (edited by the Institute of

Social History in Paris), called the "Great Socialist Cultural Revolution"
a "pseudo-cultural pseudo-revolution". This might appear to coincide
with our viewpoint. we have said it was wrong to explain social conflicts
through’cultural mechanisms. 'we have said that there was no ‘revolution‘
at this period. This is true, but the writer in the French review meant
something else. By "pseudo-cultural", the French review meant anti-
cultural, and by "pseudo-revolution" it meant counter-revolution. "But in
China during the sixties, there was neither a revolution nor a counter-
revolution, neither physical nor literary. What happened was a conflict
between the ‘new class‘ and the Party just as occurred in Russia after~1
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Stalin's death. I

But there is an important and specific difference between the parallel
developments in China and in Russia. In Russia trere was the same
upheaval but the defenders of the traditional type of Party were labelled
‘anti-party‘, and the ‘new class‘ won it's victory easily and almost
without violence. In China, where the Party was much stronger for
historical reasons, (see thesis 55 & 41) the ‘new class‘ experienced more
resistance and violence erupted. If, in the fifties, Molotov and those
around him had succeeded in mobilising the Army against the Mikoyan
faction, developments in Russia might have shown more resemblance to those
in China.

49-  5 v -
_ The agitation of the Red Guards was no more than a reaction against

an earlier action by the ‘new class‘. To grasp this, one need only w
study the literary conflict that took place in the early sixties.  Despit
the fact that it was couched in literary terms, the true social nature of
‘this conflict became clearly visible in January 1961, after the author
wt Han had published his novel, "Hai Jui Dismissed from Office" (Peking
‘Arts and Literature‘ edition). - 5.  

. Although this dramatic story was to be severely criticised by the
official press several years later, the same author in 1961 published 
"Three Family Village" in collaboration with Teng To and Liao Mo Sha.
Between January and August, Teng To began a regular column entitled
"Evening Tales from Jenchan" in a Chinese paper. These were short
contemplations in the classical Chinese style and apparently dealt with
former periods of Chinese cultural prosperity.‘ The allegorical nature
of these articles is, however, transparently obvious and within the 1 »
framework of depicting the hing dynasty or the vagaries of Imperial~ ~

philosophy, he was describing the contemporary Peoples‘ Republic of Mao Tse
Tung and the K.T.T. and aiming his blows against the Party dictatorship.

Teng To was undoubtedly the most brilliant of Mao's critics and his
works contain constant attacks on political fanaticism and persecution
because of the disastrous affects they have on harmonious social and‘
economic development.‘ In his column "Evening Tales of Jenchan" dated
April 50th, 1961, Teng To further clarifies his position." The article is
on "the theory of the precious nature of labour power" and Teng To makes
it clear that he considers the wasteful use of so ‘precious’ a commcdityi
to be harmful to production.‘ By such criticism, Teng To distinguishes
himself from the critics of the "Hundred Flowers" period. .He appears as
something which previous critics were not, namely as the spokesman for a
group with an undoubted interest in production. When in his ‘Evening
Tales‘ of April 22nd 1962, Teng To asks if one can base oneself on theory
alone and tells the Party bureaucrats that ‘people can't do things all
alone‘ one must see it in the light of the‘new class‘ staking a claim to
being heard and listened to. I A  5
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The Party's tame critics claimed that writers such as we Han and Teng
To "wanted to restore capitalism" in China. Such an accusation slots
into the jargon of Bolshevik ideology but is patently absurd.- Capitalism,
being the existing economic system, there was no need to "restore" it.
What was, at most possible was that some Chinese preferred traditional
liberal capitalism to the state capitalism variant which existed in China.

, who then were the critics? Classical capitalism had made little
headway in China and the embryonic classical bouregoisie had been destroyed
or exiled in the late forties. It's residual representatives are to-day
to be found in Formosa or elsewhere, In the unlikely event that there
are people in China who favour a return to the social relations of
classical private capitalism, Teng To, Liao Mo Sha and wu Han are not
amongst them, While their enemies within the Tarty constantly publish
long attacks on the works of these writers to prove their hostility to the
current regime, nowhere in their works does any hostility appear towards
the system of state capitalism, It is true that "Three Family Village"
(the joint work of these three pilloried authors) contains a semi-overt
attack on the "peoples communes", but these criticisms are neither of
state capitalism nor cf the Party, which was in fact itself now abandoning
the "communes" policy. C y

In "Three Family Village“, Teng To criticises Mao's famous phrase,_l
"the east wind is stronger than the west wind" and Mao's characterisation
of imperialism assa ’paper tiger‘. Teng_To's criticisms spring from his
standpoint as a realist. When in his ‘Evening Tales’, he attacks the _
K,T.T.*s general policy as being based on illusions, he is echoing his_
criticisms of the Peoples‘ Communes. In both instances he is expressing
his preference for efficiency. Teng To does not treat history daintily
and he attacks political idealists like Mao, who try to channel the‘ i C
process of social development according to their own political wishes.’
In other words, Teng To and his fellow writers are not opposed to state
capitalism, they are only opposed to the Party.  L y

51.
>

The story of wu Han's novel, "Hai Jui Dismissed from Office",  
concerns a Party official who, despite his honesty, is sacked from his
post because of divergent ideas. It is probable, as suggested by the
author's critics within the Party, that the novel alludes to those who L
were expelled from, and persecuted by, the Party after the Lushan pl
conference in 1959. The conclusion drawn by the critics was, however, 
that Wu.Han was defending "right—wing opportunists". This relapse into
the traditional jargon tells us nothing either about Hai Jui or about y
those expelled from the Party. The Party penepushers could only  i
monotonously reiterate that the writers wanted to ‘restore capitalism’.

' I If, however, nothing can be learned about Hai Jui, or about his  A
creator Wu Han, from the criticisms of his detractors, much can be learned
from the author's articles and’letters, which appeared after the publication
of his book. Wu.Han wrote continually that his hero was among those *
who did practical work and kept in close touch with reality. Teng To
expresses a similar preferenee for reality when he wrote in his "Evening
Tales" column, that "those who believed that they could learn without a
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teacher would learn nothing." The ‘teacher‘ referred to by Teng To
throughout his work is historical reality, the actual development of the
productive process. It is precisely this type of criticism that
identifies Wu Han and Teng To as spokesmen of the ‘new class‘-

? .

52.‘ » g y ~ e
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In China, the "Great Socialist Cultural Revolution" was nothing more
than an attempted self-defence by the Party against the increasing
pressure of the ‘new class‘. Against the literary attacks of Teng To,
Liao Mo Sha,'Wu Han and others, the Party at first used purely literary
weapons., The ‘Thoughts of Chairman Mao‘ were published in the famous
"little red book", in which are contained Mao's prenouncements on art and
literature uttered at Yenan, in May 1942. When Mao said, in the forties,
that, "writers must place themselves on the Party platform and must *'
conform to Party policies", he meant something rather different than the
use that was to be made of this phrase some twenty years later. '

when the ‘new class‘ changed it's weapons, the Party followed suit.
The literary conflict between the ‘new class‘ and the Party developed
into a physical struggle. The stake in this struggle was'just as" "
obvious as in the previous literary phase.‘ But there was a difference.
Reality could be ignored on paper; in real life it could notl'f The ‘new
class‘ in China was a product of social development, just as it had been
in Russia, and as such, the Party felt obliged to defend it.3s Thise
explains why, at a certain stage, Lin Piao had to hold back the Red Guards
and why Mao Tse Tung himself had to call a halt to the "Cultural Revol-
ution". What was at stake.then was neither literature nor cultural i
affairs, but production and the Chinese economy. of I

THE K;T.T._g§§I§§T THE ‘NEW;g2i§§‘

55-
Information, both official and semi-official, on recent events in

China is vague, contradictory, politically distorted and incomplete.
Any attempt to build a social image of Mao's opponents, against whom the’
violence of the"Cultural Revolution" was directed, confronts great I
difficulty. It is rather like the task the police undertake when it‘ ‘.
seeks to build up an"‘identikit“picture from a mass of partial or‘ N
incomplete testimonies.< Doubtful and uncertain details_must be -
discarded in favour of the features common to the many partial or_ ’
inadequate reports. ‘From these features can be built up a composite‘
mental image which, while lacking specificity, nevertheless demonstrates
all the general i.e. essential features. Such features provide a distinct
and immediately recognisable framework. Applying this method, Mao's
adversaries are found: - . y

- to be living in large and middle sized industrial towns (Chou .
En Lai said at a dinner in Peking on January 14th 1967, that it wasin
such towns that the Party first felt obliged to move against it's
opponents); ‘- i ;i - .4 g ' -
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;e to compromise, within their ranks, high Party officials and well;
known men (talk by Chou En Lai and articles in the Peking "Peoples‘
Daily"); and people in official positions (leader in the theoretical
review, "Red Flag");  F

- to be attempting to gain the workers‘ support by wage increases, and
the bestowing of social benefits. and through the distribution of“ e
food and other goods (the "Peoples' Daily" and-the "Red Flag");

.- to have interests closely tied to production (statement of a pro-
Maoist group in Shanghai); y r at s  ‘   

—_to distinguish themselves from the masses through their dress and a
“i" life-style, neither proletarian nor peasant (numerous street q =

 witnesses); .' , ;  , ~ a er"

 - expressing opinions characterised by the Maoists as ‘economistic‘;
these opinions reflect the atmosphere of industrial life ahd come“'
into head on collision with the Maoist conception that "political
work forms the basis of economic work" (the Peoples‘ Daily" and the
"Red Flag"); v .-  e

; wedge between the "dictatorship of the proletariat" (i.e. the '
dictatorship of the Party) and the "socialist system" (i.e. state
capitalism), (the "Peoples‘ Daily" aha the "Red Flag").

- to favour a policy whichwould, according to the Maoists, drive at

From all that precedes,.Mao‘s opponents give the impression of being
a group with roots in industrial life,and including many Party officials.
They have financial influence and are in a position to allocate the
products of industry (both food and other commodities). They have the
power to grant wage increases and other social advantages. They can
therefore be characterised as managers.

54. L t
The clearer the picture of Mao's opponents becomes, the‘more readily

are they identifiable as the ‘new class‘. The real social differences "
between them and the Party corresponds exactly to the theoretical  
differences between.Wu Ran and Teng To on the one hand, and the Party on.
the other. It is no coincidence that, in the early sixties, Wu.Han was
not only an author but also assistant mayor of the large industrial town
of Shanghai. v Neither is it a coincidence that in the mid sixties the
mayor of Shanghai was one of those fighting the Party with more than a
pen. Their so-called 'economism‘ was the atmosphere they encountered
every day, in the industrial climate of Shanghai.  i *

, The intervention of the Chinese ‘new class‘ (or managers) does as much
to clarify the attitudes of their literary predecessors as,a study of the
latters‘ writing does to clarify the practical activities of the Chinese
managers.». The charge that the managers wanted to sever the links between
the Party and the economic system shows that the managers - just like the
writers - were not directing their blows against state capitalism as such,
but against the power of the Party. They did not consider the two as
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inseparable. They wished to destroy the stiffling influence of the Party,
not to abolish state capitalism. In fact, they believed that state
capitalism could only prosper, once freed of the political fetters of the
doctrines of Mao Tse Tung and of the K.T.T. 4  '

55. _ i V to
Awhat the ‘new class‘ is proposing in China in a different conception

of the Party, in other words an entirely different kind of Party from that
conceived of oy Mao Tse Tung. _ -up ~

During his visit to London, Kosygin, the Russian Premier, said that
the Russian government sympathised with.Nao‘s adversaries in China. This
declaration fits in perfectly with our analysis of Chinese events. It '
was not the "ideological conflict" with which the Russian leaders =
sympathised. ‘What they identified with was the struggle of the managers
of the ‘new class‘ against the traditional Party. Their sympathy for the
‘new class‘ stemmed from_the fact that such a class had already proved
victorious in Russia, personified by such manager-administrator types as
Kosygin and Mokoyan.

8

In Russia the old style Bolshevik Party had been replaced by a Party
of a new type. This gives us an insight into the objectives of the  T
anti-Maoists in China. However, despite similarities one must constantly
stress that events had developed differently and at different tempos in '
the two countries. g ' ii

56- .
In Rhssia, the traditional, old style Party and the ‘new class‘ were

natural enemies. This was not the case in China where, because the
proletariat had always been weak, the Party had not been forced to pay
as much heed to the workers as had it's Russian counterpart. As a
result the Chinese Party had a freer hand. It's policies were more
drastic and direct (see thesis 55). It moved faster and more.confidently
towards state capitalism. This is why the Chinese Party differed from
it's Russian counterpart and why in China the borderlines between the
Party and the ‘new class‘ have been less easy to discern.

Mao's opponents are so strong, even within the Party itself, that at
an Executive Conference, held early in 1967, only six of the eleven .
present supported Mao. In Russia, the ‘new class‘ came to power
imperceptibly, the traditional Party having proved an anachronism. In
China, the rise of the ‘new class‘ has been associated with struggle for
control of the Party.
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This struggle for the Party in China makes the situation more com-
plex. Definitions such as ‘old-style Party‘ and ‘new-style Party‘ mean
different things in the Chinese and in the Russian contexts. While the
‘new class‘ in China is seeking to escape from the stranglehold of the
Party, the Party is seeking to reform itself to ensure it's continued
domination over the managers. This gives rise to the totally erroneous
impression that the ‘cultural revolution‘ was directed against the Party,
whereas in reality it was directed against the ‘new class‘. Such mis-
understanding is heightened by the fact that it was Mao himself who first
used the term ‘new-style Party‘. '

What Mao meant by this phrase is the very opposite of what is
represented by the ‘new-style Party‘ in Russia, correctly seen by Mao as
the instrument of the ‘new class‘. Mao sought to make the ‘new-style
Party‘ a barrier to the advance of the ‘new class‘. In Russia the ‘new
class‘ rebelled against the power of the traditional Party; in China the
Maoists rose up against a.Party structure in which they found their own
power too circumscribed. Whereas, in Russia the development of the ‘new
class‘ was compared to the ‘thew’, in China Mao wanted to prevent the T
occurence of such a ‘thaw’. To this end he used the Red Guards who threw
China into turmoil. Yet despite the violence of this upheaval the
social relations did not alter. '

58» i
we have sought to analyse the social characteristics of Mao's

opponents, but we hope it will be realised that every detail cannot be
fitted into this analytic framework. Information leaking out of China
concerning battles between Red Guards and workers for the control of
several factories in Manchuria confirms, no doubt, that the ‘Proletarian
Cultural Revolution‘ was neither proletarian nor a revolution. But no
one will assert, we hope, that the workers who fought Mao's Red Guards
were managers or members of the ‘new class‘.

One does not think of the managers either, when one looks at the i
1967 uprising against Mao Tse Tung in txi capital city of Kiangsi province.
The movement took the name ‘The First of August Movement‘, in reference i
to the time, forty years earlier, when organisations were briefly formed,
in that part of China, on the model of workers‘ councils, these had played '
a part in the conflict between the left and right wings of the Kue Min
Tang. W g r

", Still more difficult to place is the Chinese head of state, Liu
Shao Chi, who, even within the Party, had always held an independent _ .
position.  R

"“'-..-._. __
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The Maoists of the ‘cultural revolution‘ call him their enemy, but Liu
himself takes care to distinguish himself from all other opponents of Mao.
It is obvious that many different developments are occurring simultaneously
in China. But although reality is more complex than any abstract schema,
the exceptions do not contradict the rule. Whatever the forces may have
been against which the Red Guards and the ‘cultural revolution‘ were un-
leashed, the situation can only be understood by the appearance on the
scene of the ‘new class‘, with it‘s own indisputable claims.  
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I The ‘new class‘ in China did not appear from nowhere, It was the.
product of the development of specific social relationships, in that?
country, just as previously it had developed in Russia from similar social
relations. This explains two facts: firstly the endurance and obstinacy
of the struggle against Mao which is continually breaking out in new places;
secondly, the repeated calls to order made to the Red Guards. These
phenomena are-felated to one another, and are both connected with the  
economy; Millions of Red Guards cannot be withdrawn from industry and. . . * M - . u. . .education (i.e. from the ‘new class‘ without severely disorganising
industrial progress. As soon as the Red Guards are directed anew to  
production, industrial development is stimulated, but so inevitably is the
growth of the ‘new class‘. _ w ‘," I
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From the preceding theses one can conclude that the so-called ‘cultural
revolution‘ is not another step towards state capitalism, as has been i'"
claimed. On the contrary: the struggle of the K.T.T. is directed against
the very requirements of state capitalism in full development. The
Chinese ‘cultural revolution‘ was a struggle by the Party to defend itself,
a struggle against the ‘new class‘ produced by state capitalism, a struggle‘
against attempts to adapt the political apparatus to the reality of social
conditions. . It cannot be predicted what forces either the Party or the'
‘new class‘ will be able to mobilise. Even in China no one can
prognosticate on this matter. But in the final analysis this is not the
issue. How many times the Party can still win is not fundamental. c
What is important is whether it will be the managers or the political
bureaucrats who will wield power in the conditions of state capitalism.
This can be predicted, outwith the pressures and balances of»the moment.
In the social, historical and economic framework of state capitalism,‘
the ultimate victory of the ‘new class‘ is the only logical perspective.

¢.
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* Should read?“‘(i:§€ fromth€“§¥e§a¥atiSH'E§'the industry of the 
future) and be mobilised against the new class‘. ' P ‘ '
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